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THE BACKGROUND
Well-versed in making action RPGs after creating the 
two Dark Cloud instalments, the major challenges 
that faced Level-5 with the development of Rogue 
Galaxy were creating the vast world and introducing a 
party-based combat system. The scale of the setting 
is intimidating compared to the Dark Cloud titles, 
taking place across multiple planets in sometimes 
massive locales – despite the technical superiority 
of its previous games, such as Dragon Quest VIII, 
Rogue Galaxy’s mechanics were more demanding, 
and the choice to develop a sci-fi universe was a first 
for Level-5.

The Fukuoka-based studio was wary of the clichéd, 
hard sci-fi settings with dull colours, present in many 
modern videogames, so it decided to present Rogue 
Galaxy in the image of Level-5’s past titles, combining 
science fiction with fantasy to create something that 
felt new to players while being instantly recognisable 
to the developer’s cult fanbase. Level-5’s Akihiro Hino 

described some elements of Rogue Galaxy as a 
‘parody’ of sci-fi in an interview, deliberately echoing 
blockbuster films in its tone, with main character 
Jaster meant to be an everyman, Luke Skywalker-
type hero. 

The RPG also reflects Hino’s desire to make 
‘amusement park’-like design – while contemporaries 
were becoming streamlined and simplified, Rogue 
Galaxy’s in-depth character management was 
deliberately complex, the idea being that players 
should have many choices to explore within the 
mechanics of an RPG like this. 

THE GAME
These days, when everyone heralds Skyrim and 
derides Final Fantasy, it seems that the Japanese style 
of RPG has somewhat fallen off of its creative perch. 
Rogue Galaxy, released here six years ago, doesn’t 
tell that story, merging real-time action combat with 
the extensive customisation and stunning worlds 

ROGUE GALAXY

FutureFutureFutureFuture
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Modern games you’ll still be playing in years to come

INFO
»  Featured System: 

PlayStation 2
»  Year: 2007
»  Publisher: Sony
»  Developer: Level-5/SCEJ
»  Key People: 

Akiro Hino (director), 
Tomohito Nishiura 
(composer), Koji Hori 
(scenario writer)

GO DEEPER
»  The robot character Steve’s 

name is a reference to 
Dark Chronicle, where your 
droid/walker-thing was 
also called Steve. 

»  A second Rogue Galaxy 
was dependent on strong 
US sales of the game. Sadly, 
it wasn’t to be, thanks to the 
game’s late release date.

From the 
cult favourite 

creators of the 
Dark Cloud games, 

Rogue Galaxy was a 
terrifi cally complex 

sci-fi  RPG that 
appeared far 

beyond the PS2’s 
sell-by date…
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that Level-5 became notable for with the Dark Cloud 
series. This is a progressive action RPG that still feels 
so impressive today. The mechanics are up to date, 
the combat is aggressively tactical and the pastiche 
of different sci-fi influences is passionately presented 
to the player. As the sub-genre of JRPGs stands still, 
this ranks as one of the greats, and its ludicrously 
late release in the PS2’s lifecycle led to it being 
undeservedly overshadowed. 

Clearly inspired in some degree by Skies Of Arcadia 
(the obvious comparison point is the Dorgenark, your 
vessel for travelling the galaxy, which is essentially an 
Arcadia-esque spaceboat) the look of Rogue Galaxy 
marries a whole range of visual references together, 
while also having lots in common with Level-5’s own 
Dark Chronicle. In many ways it feels like the summary 
of all Japanese RPGs released so far, a progressive 
action game while also being geographically ambitious.

Rogue Galaxy has you operating four characters 
at one time, and you can pause the action to dish 
out commands to each of them in a similar way to 
Final Fantasy XII, meaning that each battle has to be 
tackled as an overall tactical operation. Each hero is 
armed with their own character abilities, much like 
the character-specific attacks in Chrono Trigger, and 

using the strengths of the party in tandem is key to 
conquering even the lowlier random encounters. 

In a neat touch that goes against the curve of 
traditional JRPGs, the combat and exploration 
work seamlessly together during these fights, 
another demonstration of Level-5’s forward-thinking 
philosophies within Rogue Galaxy. Behind the 
scenes, too, you can customise weapons through the 
malleable Fusion system to give you an edge; there’s 
so much to consider beyond the basic encounters and 
dungeon crawling.

But the magic of it comes in the pace and real-time 
style of the combat – as responsive as most hack-and-
slash games, Rogue Galaxy is actually great fun to 
play, and functions beautifully as an action experience 
as players hunt out the weak spots of foes and choose 
the best ways to use the surrounding environments 
against them. The elements by themselves are 
familiar, but the way they all work together blends 
different genres in sound fashion. 

The story’s a pretty straightforward Star Wars 
analogue with heavy anime influences, but the worlds 
themselves are extraordinary, filled with the kind of 
creature designs that offer players a cohesive sci-fi 
universe. It’s this approach to world-building we wish 

we could see more of modern videogames – but as 
a one-off, Rogue Galaxy stands out when it comes 
to the composition of its fictional backdrop on top of 
everything else.

WHY IT’S A FUTURE CLASSIC
Rogue Galaxy is a time-eating JRPG that holds up 
thanks to its future-proofed design ideas, while the 
cel-shaded visuals reiterate the importance of talented 
artists over powerful hardware. Turn-based RPGs are 
considered dinosaurs by today’s standards; Level-5 
strived to create something that could stand up to 
real-time Western RPGs and succeeded admirably, 
offering a combat system that gives players the same 
level of party micromanagement that makes the best 
of those games so engrossing. 

At the same time, however, it feels like a natural 
successor to the equally excellent Dark Chronicle, 
while also exploring an entirely new direction in the 
details of its design – Level-5 therefore ended up with 
a riskily multi-faceted RPG that had the capacity to 
please a wide range of players, yet poor timing meant 
that it only found a fraction of its potential audience. If 
you can find it, it’s well worth picking up today to see 
what you missed.

FUTURE CLASSIC: ROGUE GALAXY

Things of note

JRPG Darlings
Rogue Galaxy with Dragon Quest 
VIII, sealed Level-5 the approval of 
acclaimed filmmakers Studio Ghibli, 
who it collaborated on with last 
month’s Ni No Kuni on PS3. 

Layton’s Shadow
It’s strange to think that Level-5 
used to be best known for creating 
hardcore RPGs, when its Professor 
Layton series is one of the most 
casual-friendly titles out there.

Director’s Cut
For its Japanese re-release, a 
Director’s Cut version was released, 
making improvements to the overall 
experience and additions, most 
notably an entirely new planet.

High Seller… In Japan
Rogue Galaxy sold over 400,000 copies 
in Japan, great for a new IP (especially 
by today’s standards). Accelerated 
localisation might’ve helped it achieve 
the same impact in the west.

The Funny Sidekicks
The most notable Star Wars similarity 
is the use of two odd sidekicks, 
Simon and Steve, the latter of which 
is a robot. Rogue Galaxy is packed 
with Lucas-inspired archetypes. 

What the 
press 
thought

Gamespot
Score: 8/10
”Like an anime version of 
Star Wars, this big, lavishly 
produced action RPG is another 
good reason not to shelve your 
PlayStation 2 just yet.”

Play
Score: 90%
”An incredible 
RPG adventure 
that rarely gets 
dull thanks to the 
characterisation 
and brilliant 
fighting system.”

» [PS2] Rogue Galaxy plays a little like Square Enix’s 
Kingdom Hearts, only there’s a lot more strategy to play with.

» [PS2] The localisation is actually incredibly 
well done, even if the story is a bit superfluous.

» [PS2] Despite critics calling it relatively easy at 
the time, Rogue Galaxy actually requires a lot of

 levelling-up to conquer. 
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THE BACKGROUND
No More Heroes started coming together quite early 
on in the Wii’s life cycle – director Goichi Suda and 
Japanese publisher Marvelous were quite convinced 
they could find an adult audience on the emerging 
Nintendo platform, and the idea of the game being a 
sword-based action title came together before Suda 
was aware of the console’s motion-control capabilities; 
the two events just happened to tie in nicely. The 
director decided to use motion control sparingly as 
part of No More Heroes’ design, realising that players 
would get tired if everything was contingent on using 
the Wiimote. Suda51 believed that this would be the 
type of game people would pick up on Wii after they’d 
lost interest in family-oriented titles.

While Grasshopper’s games traditionally didn’t do 
that well commercially, Suda51 deliberately engineered 
No More Heroes to earn “indie respect” while having 
“profit of the mainstream”, targeting Western players 
with its mix of pop culture inspirations. The team at 

Grasshopper built an all-new engine to support the 
open world of Santa Destroy, the kind of ambitious 
structure the team had never created before. Being a 
relatively early mature Wii title, No More Heroes was 
Grasshopper’s best-selling game ever at the time, 
finding little success in Japan but delivering notably 
decent numbers in the US and Europe.

THE GAME 
After a number of low-selling cult hits like Killer7 and 
Flower, Sun And Rain, No More Heroes felt like Goichi 
Suda’s best attempt to actually sell his unique style of 
game to a wider audience. With a main character that 
has shades of Brad Pitt from Fight Club, a lightsaber 
facsimile as the main weapon and an open world to 
explore, it had the trappings of a more popular type of 
title – but really, this was just a commercially-friendly 
cover for more fascinating Suda51 oddness. The look 
of the protagonist, Travis Touchdown, turns out to 
be a front for how pathetic and dorky this wannabe 

NO MORE HEROES31.

Modern games you’ll still be playing in years to come

INFO
»  Featured System: 

Wii
»  Year: 2008
»  Publisher: Rising Star 

Games
»  Developer: Grasshopper 

Manufacture
»  Key People: 

Goichi Suda (director, 
writer, game designer), 
Yusuke Kozaki (character 
designer), Masafumi 
Takada (composer)

GO DEEPER
»  No More Heroes is the only 

original Grasshopper title 
that performed well enough 
to justify a sequel.

»  Johnny Knoxville was the 
primary point of inspiration 
for Travis Touchdown’s 
visual design.

We step back 
into the garden 

of madness 
with Suda51’s 

brilliant assassin 
tale, one of the 
only Wii games 
ever released 
to get motion 
control right
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assassin really is, while the open world is a bizarre 
backdrop that almost has no purpose as a GTA-style 
hub. Yet it all matters, it all factors perfectly into a 
strange little world of brutality and meaninglessness 
that feels so specific in the way it’s put together, a 
wonderfully satisfying game that truly feels driven by 
the mind of its creator.

No More Heroes is essentially about this series of 
boss battles, each with a varying scenario preceding 
them, like a more violent take on Scott Pilgrim. Travis 
is trying to become the number one assassin in Santa 
Destroy (basically Santa Monica, hence why it’s full of 
poser assholes) in order to win the ‘heart’ of Sylvia (it’s 
not her heart he’s after), a manipulative and beautiful 
blonde femme fatale. It’s like the world’s strangest 
metaphor for working too hard to sustain a bad 
relationship – Travis meets various psychopaths on his 
journey to the top, and on the way, you increasingly 
question the worth of his relentless killing in the pursuit 
of number one status.

Herein lies a huge part of No More Heroes’ appeal: 
the boss battles are incredibly well-executed, and each 
is a character worthy of a game in and of themselves, 
each born from different elements of pop culture. 
From a ridiculous superhero to a vengeful schoolgirl to 

an old crooner in a baseball stadium, they’re all insane 
reflections of Travis’s own serial killer mentality, and 
as the DNA of what holds the story together, they’re 
as intelligently conceived as the boss battles in a 
Kojima title. They each require different strategies and 
sometimes lateral thinking in much the same way. 

Mechanically, No More Heroes still feels terrific 
because it doesn’t primarily play like a Wii game – it 
simply uses the motion controller to enhance the core 
experience, letting you swing Travis’s beam katana 
(they couldn’t call it a lightsaber, after all) as a finishing 
move or QTE-based attack only, rather than waving it 
throughout like the swordplay in the dire Red Steel. 
Otherwise, this feels as refined as any top-end hack-
and-slash title, the sort of thing you could imagine 
Capcom making at its best, when equally memorable 
stories and characters drove its projects. No More 
Heroes offers a vision of what motion control could 
have been were it not primarily used to draw in people 
who had no interest in games to begin with. 

WHY IT’S A FUTURE CLASSIC
The Wii is synonymous with lightweight casual 
experiences – so it’s strange, then, that No More 
Heroes is exactly the opposite of that, one of a very 

rare breed of high-end hardcore games to appear 
on Nintendo’s frequently criticised platform. Like other 
games in Suda51’s back catalogue, No More Heroes 
is shamelessly idiosyncratic and loveably odd, yet 
this is the first time his interesting stylistic and 
storytelling ideas aren’t lost between the cracks of 
rough game design. 

The combat is so sharp, capturing the satisfaction 
of swinging a lightsaber (or equivalent) in a way that 
no Star Wars tie-in has ever been able to, and while 
the violence may be deliberately explosive, No More 
Heroes’ story manages to end on a note that really 
makes you question Travis’s fairly deplorable behaviour 
as a character. 

The open world backdrop may be fairly superfluous, 
but there’s nonetheless something uniquely 
compelling about living Travis’s strange little life, 
hanging out in his apartment with his pet cat and 
riding around on an Akira-style motorcycle while the 
catchy song Heavenly Star by Q Entertainment’s 
Genki Rockets plays at every single opportunity as a 
kind of bizarre motif. It’s so precise a vision, that it’s a 
pleasure to occupy it as a player, and a reminder that 
not every contemporary release on a console is driven 
by boneheaded market research.

FUTURE CLASSIC: NO MORE HEROES

Things of note

Retro Touchdown
A lot of No More Heroes’ interesting 
visual hallmarks are retro-themed, 
such as leaderboards, power-ups 
and one memorable level that turns 
into a side-scrolling shooter.

Heavenly Star
Whether a tie-in or a deliberate 
stylistic touch, the song Heavenly 
Star by the Genki Rockets plays 
everywhere, the band masterminded 
by Tetsuya Mizuguchi himself.

Sylvia Calling
One of the neater touches with the 
Wiimote’s built-in microphone was 
the way you could answer phone 
calls from Travis’s tormentor, Sylvia, 
just before each boss battle.

Paradise Lost
The Grasshopper hit found its way 
to PS3 in an extraordinary-looking 
port, but without motion control the 
redubbed Heroes’ Paradise loses 
something in translation. 

Struggling On
A less ambitious but still brilliant 
sequel to No More Heroes, subtitled 
Desperate Struggle, was released 
in 2010. Suda51 always planned on 
doing a third game.

What the 
press 
thought

n-Revolution
Score: 9/10
”Inventive and massively 
rewarding. If more games had 
personality and style like No 
More Heroes does, the world of 
games would be a much more 
interesting place.”

games™
Score: 9/10
”We’re tempted to say that 
there are few Wii games as 
deserving of your attention 
as No More Heroes 
but then there are few 
games as good as this 
on any platform.”

» [Wii] One of the weirder moneymaking pursuits is picking
litter using the Wiimote. It’s still fun, somehow.

» [Wii] Travis’s bike matches his nerdy persona. 

» [Wii] The cel-shaded look is another factor in why No More Heroes
 holds up well – the environments are threadbare, but the characters

 look tremendously detailed.
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THE BACKGROUND
The four-year development cycle of Ico began 
when Fumito Ueda showed a short movie to Sony, 
encompassing the basic idea of Ico: the castle, the 
able lad and the enigmatic princess were all there, with 
sunlight pouring into open environments along with 
shadowy halls to contrast them. Ueda, who taught 
himself to animate, sought to tell the story through his 
characters’ expressions. Kenji Kaido, who’d overseen 
the big hit Ape Escape for Sony, teamed up with Ueda 
to bring his vision to life.

Ico was made by a super-small team of just 20 
people, with Ueda reluctant to give up control of too 
many aspects of the product – he took on the role of 
lead artist, designer and creative director and often 
stayed overnight to get the game done. Originally 
destined for PSone with a slightly less ethereal look 
(Ico didn’t originally have horns but Yorda did, though 
the castle seemed largely the same) the game shifted 
development to PS2 and a more coherent visual 

style emerged, a result of the team’s make-up of 
mainly artists and programmers. While critically 
acclaimed from the moment it was released on PS2, 
Ico performed poorly at retail, becoming a collector’s 
item until popular demand led to a reprint to coincide 
with Shadow Of The Colossus, the team’s next title. 

THE GAME 
Ico is a sad, lonely trek through a cavernous castle 
that sees a boy, exiled from his kingdom because of 
the horns on his head, escorting Yorda, an enigmatic 
princess, out of the fortress in which they’re both 
imprisoned. On the surface, there’s not really a lot 
more to it – as Ico, you’re keeping Yorda alive as you 
go, fending off shadowy beings that try to drag her 
into the darkness. Essentially, Ico is a five-hour escort 
mission broken up by extended, smart puzzles, but this 
relatively easy game is defined by its overwhelming 
sense of atmosphere, with an eerily beautiful world 
that underlines the mournful tone of the story.

ICO

FutureFutureFutureFuture

32.

Modern games you’ll still be playing in years to come

INFO
»  Featured System: PS2
»  Year: 2001
»  Publisher: Sony
»  Developer: SCEJ/Team 

Ico
»  Key People: Fumito 

Ueda (director, lead 
animator, character 
design, game design), 
Kenji Kaido (producer) 

GO DEEPER
»  The American release 

of Ico used a different, 
much-maligned boxart to 
the painted one seen in 
Japan and Europe – it was 
subsequently ditched when 
the game was re-released 
on PS3.

»  A big point of inspiration 
for Ico was Another World, 
which has tonal similarities 
to the PS2 title.

A sign 
of gaming’s 

growing 
storytelling 

maturity, Ico 
is a lonely and 

compelling 
adventure that 

gave the PS2 its 
fi rst cult classic…
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Looking at it now, the most forward-thinking touches 
are the lack of a HUD and, far more importantly, the 
economy of cutscenes in telling the story. There’s not 
a lot to know beyond the reasons why Ico and Yorda 
are imprisoned – but their emerging bond and your 
interactions in keeping her safe creates something that 
really beats anything a cutscene can provide. Sure, it 
sounds a little emo, and yeah, Ico definitely falls into 
that bracket of games that deliberately aim to provoke 
sad feelings from the player. But those moments are 
well-earned, particularly later in the story where it really 
gets tricky to solve puzzles while keeping Yorda safe 
and you’ve spent more time with both protagonists.

As you learn more about the background of 
the castle and Yorda’s true nature, Ico becomes 
somewhat heartbreaking, particularly in its closing 
hour when you get the sense your young hero is too 
naïve to really know what he’s up against. That’s the 
brilliance of Ico, really – mechanically, it’s a quality 
puzzler/platformer hybrid with some seriously smart 
environmental brainteasers, but your empathy for the 
hero’s plight, and the relationship that organically grows 
between the two characters is the real appeal to this 
masterpiece. The bizarre, always windswept pocket 
universe in which the game is set is just fascinatingly 

put together, and you only ever feel like you’re getting 
a tantalisingly small glimpse at the whole picture. You 
know about as much about what’s going on as Ico 
does; it’s an effective means of showing rather than 
telling with storytelling that builds a connection with 
your hero’s mindset.

This world and its characters are why everyone 
always argues for Team Ico’s games as examples 
of art, of course. That’s certainly a pointless overall 
argument due to the fact it’s been overplayed and 
endlessly unresolved, but the reasoning behind that 
kind of opinion is obvious: Ico definitely transcends the 
sum of its familiar parts in the telling of Ueda’s story. 

Players experience something they don’t get 
anywhere else that makes them feel like they’ve 
stumbled across some kind of milestone in narrative 
design. That’s just a positive reaction, full-stop, and 
while we should never feel like we have to justify 
games to people who don’t really get them, there’s 
plenty about Ico that’s worth arguing for in the face 
of critics who doubt the legitimacy of interactive 
storytelling, seen recently in games like The Walking 
Dead or Journey. For the rest of us, it’s another sign 
that the evolution of interactive storytelling is always 
making positive progress.

WHY IT’S A FUTURE CLASSIC
Ico and its spiritual successor, Shadow Of The 
Colossus, invoke similar feelings in the player through 
the bleakness of their shared universe, but Ico is 
unique because of the attachment it forges between 
you and its characters. The small details in animation 
really make this feel like a forward-thinking game – 
watching Yorda chasing birds away or admiring the 
sights are the only clues you really have to go on with 
this travelling companion, and it’s a far richer way to 
portray a character than detailing a massive backstory 
or relentless voiceovers funnelled through bad actors. 

This is reserved, smart and timeless storytelling, 
the likes of which we can still only see in trace forms 
across modern videogames. Ico, for that reason, is a 
genuinely mature work. It gives us a mystical world 
where we’re forced to fill in the blanks, and a gameplay 
dynamic that makes us think beyond the basic 
categories of the genres it crosses into. Contemporary 
games like The Last Of Us or BioShock Infinite owe 
much to Ico in terms of the way developers think about 
AI companions, and finding a balance that means such 
games never feel like extended escort missions – Ico 
got that just right. That dynamic between player and AI 
reached its next logical stage with this title.

FUTURE CLASSIC: ICO

Things of note

Ueda’s origins
Fumito Ueda’s first game was 
actually Enemy Zero on the Saturn 
and PC, released in 1996. The 
director has been overseeing his 
own projects since then.

Ico on PSone
Ico was originally destined for release 
on the PlayStation – there’s plenty 
of footage out there of the original 
version, and it certainly looked too 
ambitious for Sony’s first hardware.

Ico’s mystery language
Ico had its own alphabet developed 
by the team at SCEJ, spoken by 
Yorda, who doesn’t share the same 
language as Ico. Hence why their 
communication is always so brief…

Ico: 2001, 2006, 2011
Ico was initially very hard to find in 
the UK, with only 50,000 copies out 
there – it has subsequently been 
re-released on PS2 in 2006 and on 
PS3 in 2011.  

Missing co-op mystery
Shipping on a CD-ROM in the States 
as opposed to a DVD, like we got in 
the UK, the post-completion co-op 
in Ico was actually missing from the 
NTSC version of the game.

What the 
press 
thought

Gamespot
Score: 8.5
”The game is undoubtedly 
driven by its smartly crafted 
aesthetic mood, though its 
production never compromises 
the gameplay it provides.”

Play
Score: 90%
”The save-
the-girl-
and-solve-
the-puzzles 
game is a 
true modern 
classic.”

» [PS2] Ico’s first meeting with Yorda is certainly one of 
modern gaming’s more iconic moments. 

» [PS2] The origin of the cursed horned children is explored 
in spiritual successor/prequel Shadow Of The Colossus.

» [PS2] Ico’s very specific washed-out colour scheme 
would be maintained in the team’s subsequent projects.
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THE BACKGROUND
One year after Grand Theft Auto III steadily grew to be 
one of the biggest games on PlayStation 2, Rockstar 
turned around a sequel set in the Eighties but built 
on the same technology. With a world designed 
by a relatively small art team, the choice of era was 
determined because of its energy, visual potential and 
of course, its music – and since it had become cool 
again. The game was set in a much sunnier climate 
than GTA III’s New York-inspired Liberty City, too. 
Rockstar spent a week in Miami, snapping photos for 
inspiration in building the Vice City environment.

The thinking behind this, as well as creating a 
convincing period piece in an open-world videogame, 
was to give players more to mess around with in the 
city. So, motorbikes, helicopters and proper aircraft 
were dropped into 3D GTA for the first time, as well as 
an increased suite of silly weapons, most memorably 
a samurai sword. The city was built with flight in mind 
for the first time, too, while the cast was widely made 

up of celebrities, most notably Ray Liotta playing 
protagonist and rising criminal mastermind Tommy 
Vercetti. It was a bigger, bolder sequel that hit the 
game-playing generation of 2002 in its sweet spot, 
eventually selling over 15 million copies and surpassing 
the ambition of its predecessor.

THE GAME 
If Grand Theft Auto III debuted the template of a 
modern open-world game, then Vice City explored 
its potential. By picking a very specific type of setting 
– one that would resonate with an audience in its 
twenties and over, who would recall the decade 
well – it plays smartly on nostalgia, with a timeless 
encapsulation of that era powered by Miami Vice, bad 
fashion and ludicrous excess. It’s the perfect setting 
for a videogame built on stealing vehicles and causing 
mayhem. While its character models may seem 
rough by today’s standards, the cartoon realism of 
the city is still a striking and extraordinary visual style, 

33.

Modern games you’ll still be playing in years to come
INFO
»  Featured System: PS2
»  Year: 2002
»  Publisher: Rockstar 

Games
»  Developer: Rockstar 

North
»  Key People: Dan 

Houser, James Worrall 
(writers) Leslie Benzies 
(producer), Aaron Garbut 
(art director)

GO DEEPER
»  Vice City is the second 

bestselling PS2 game ever 
after GTA: San Andreas.

»  The titular city appeared 
before in 2D form in the 
original GTA, where it was 
also based on Miami.

Vice City 
captured the 
Eighties vibe 

perfectly, showing 
off  Rockstar’s 
ability to cra�  

an obsessively 
compelling 3D 
open world in 
the process…

GRAND THEFT AUTO: VICE CITY
» [PS2] Rockstar’s smart scriptwriting and 
detailed world-building focused on subverting
 Eighties clichés with all the benefits of hindsight.
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a homage to Americana that turns Miami into a pop 
culture-infused criminal paradise. The city is the star in 
any Rockstar sandbox game, obviously – but nobody 
had ever played around in a location quite like Vice City 
before, and it still holds up incredibly well.

With palm trees, bright lights and a rich level of 
variety across its four islands, the opening moments 
of driving through the city at night with Billie Jean on 
the car stereo forge the tone of the second 3D GTA: 
this game loves the Eighties, but enjoys poking fun at 
its stylistic nonsense just as much. 

Whereas GTA III mixed music from unknown 
artists with established performers, Vice City’s 
loaded soundtrack packs in every notable mainstream 
Eighties musician, from Tears For Fears to Kim Wilde, 
presenting an ocean of possibilities where you can find 
yourself hovering over a crowd of firearm-toting police 
officers in a chopper while Crockett’s Theme by Jan 
Hammer evocatively plays in the background. Vice 
City creates those unique moments as remarkably as 
the other GTAs – but it’s the setting and music that 
provide that extra appeal.

The Scarface-but-funnier story matches the chaos 
of the gameplay ideas in Vice City, with a likeable 
protagonist in comedy Montana-alike Tommy, whose 

rise up the crime ladder is woven into the fabric of the 
missions. GTA III’s hero was a silent observer to the 
narrative; Tommy is a proper part of story, and that 
engages you as a player. It was a challenging transition 
for Rockstar to build a story like this, but the quality of 
the writing and star power of the cast helps make the 
whole thing enjoyable.

Mission highlights include ‘Publicity Tour’, in which 
perfectly ridiculous fictional Scottish rock band Lovefist 
have to disarm a bomb while Tommy drives them 
around above a certain speed, otherwise the bus will 
blow up if falls below that speed – we all know, of 
course, that this was clearly based on the hit movie 
The Bus That Couldn’t Slow Down. Crime epic ‘The 
Job’ is a brilliantly conceived bank heist that acts as a 
pastiche of every Eighties caper imaginable; with the 
addition of helicopters and other dafter stuff, Vice City 
capitalised on its potential and delivered a game with 
the sort of ambition that turned the open-world genre 
into a multibillion-dollar trend. Yet this setting, this 
trip back in time to a scenario that is a composite of 
different parts of film and TV culture, illustrated that an 
open world could smartly capture a real sense of place 
in a very specific time period, as well as be a pretty 
backdrop to nicking cars and blowing up helicopters.

WHY IT’S A FUTURE CLASSIC
The open-world genre is still relatively new to games, 
really, but the very best sandbox environments – and 
we’d certainly count the likes of Hyrule from Ocarina 
Of Time in this – make you relate to the world in an 
entirely different way to that of a linear game. Vice City 
is a one-of-a-kind time capsule, an interpretation of the 
Eighties that feels familiar yet still fresh in its ironic take 
on its chosen era. 

Grand Theft Auto: Vice City’s control system 
is a little antiquated, yet it’s still the coolest of the 
GTA games, even as they advance in terms of detail 
and technical polish via considerably more powerful 
current-gen hardware. Vice City is essentially a cartoon 
world – a love letter to Eighties America – and 
occupying it, by land, air or sea, is an unrelentingly 
pleasurable experience, 11 years later. It knows how 
to push those nostalgia buttons, yet under the blurry, 
colourful facade is a well-conceived, classily made 
title that deservedly found an enormous audience. 
Rockstar expanded the remit of what themes and 
level of detail we expect to see from games, bringing 
the kind of adult appeal to the medium that some have 
copied but only a select few have replicated in terms 
of mature execution.

FUTURE CLASSIC: GRAND THEFT AUTO: VICE CITY

Things of note

Twice Vice
Clearly deemed good enough for a 
second go around the block, Vice 
City received another outing in 
decent PSP spin-off prequel Vice 
City Stories.

Right game, wrong format?
Vice City’s release on mobile last 
year was technically impressive, 
even if the controls are difficult in 
comparison to the PS2. It’s worth it 
for the radio stations alone, though.

Celebrity line-up
As well as Ray Liotta as Tommy, 
Vice City’s cast boasted the likes 
of retro stars Dennis Hopper, Lee 
Majors, Gary Busey and Blondie’s 
Debbie Harry.

Miami Vice connection
Miami Vice is clearly one of the 
biggest cultural influences on Vice 
City – even the opening credits and 
certain soundtrack choices are clear 
references to the classic TV show.

A long life of crime
Several of GTA’s characters – notably 
Kent Paul and Ken Rosenberg – 
reappear in 2004’s San Andreas, 
linking the two stories together.

What the 
press 
thought

Armchair Empire
Score: 9.5
”The new setting is far more 
appealing than the modern 
Liberty City of the original.”

Play
Score: 97%
”Set in the 
decade that 
placed style 
over substance, 
the one game 
that has so 
much of both 
it’ll take your 
breath away.”

» [PS2] The soundtrack was released separately across 
multiple CDs, such was the game’s immense popularity.

» [PS2] San Andreas may be the ultimate sandbox, but Vice 
City trumps it in terms of atmosphere.

» [PS2] The year of development time between GTA III and Vice City is
 a bizarre contrast to the fi ve years it’s taken Rockstar to create GTA V.














